How to make comics!
Congratulations - you’re about to
become a comic book creator.

follow these steps to learn how...

Materials

what you’ll need:

ruler

pencil

Lightly sketch out
your ideas. use a
ruler to draw the
panel boxes.

A4 paper

Printer paper,
lined pages from
an exercise book,
Anything will do.

black line marker

When you’re happy with your artwork, go
over thelines with black pen or marker.

Eraser
when the black
lines are dry,
rub away the
pencil marks.

start here
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coloured markers

bring your story to life with
coloured pens, markers, pencils
or whatever you have.

Turn sideways

Front Cover
issue
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Number

A4
paper
Title Box
fold
here
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Add more pages

4
Each A4 page
gives you 4
comic pages.

Issue
information
or logo

Content

Now you have your pages you
will want to fill it with a story.
You can write about anything;
superheroes, wizard schools
or Unicorns. If you are stuck
for an idea, why not start with
something that really happened
to you, the great thing about
comics is you can make
anything, go anywhere
and do anything you
can imagine.

issue
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Number

The pot noodle
mystery

Story
Write down all the important
details of your story before
you start drawing; is it set in
day-time or night? Who is the
story about? What are the
major things that happen?
This is called the ‘script’
and you can go back to it
if you get lost or forget
what happens next.

panels

Comic pages are made up of boxes called panels. in each panel
something different happens that moves the story forward.

panel
Text Box
In this box you
tell the story
for the reader
to follow.
You can put all
the important
information in
here, like what
time of day it is.

One morning, I discovered
my Pot Noodle was gone!

Noooooooo!

Speech bubble

This is where you put
the words that
are spoken.

the main character
who is the
story about?

So you’ve got your story and
are ready to go. Before you
start you might need to know
how panels work.

Start
here

just like reading a book, the
reader begins at the top left
corner, going right and down
to the next left corner.

do you need space for a text box?

leave room at the top for
speech bubbles.

The first person to speak
is always on the left.

Why are there different shapes of panels?
Panels can be any shape you want, but here are some ways panel size and
shapes are used:
Wide panels are used for landscapes to let the
reader know where the story takes place.

Close up panels are for extreme drama when
you really want to show the reader something.

remember; the more text or
speech in each panel, the
smaller your character will
have to be to fit everything in.

Also; the more people you have,
the smaller they will be.

bubbles and clouds

putting character speech in ‘bubbles’
makes it easy for the reader to follow.
Speech
bubbles are for
things people say to
each other.

i was
going to
say that

just like
panels, the first
person to speak is
on the left.

Thought clouds
are only heard by the
reader and the
character.

no,
i should be
over here.

Drawing

everyone can draw, the more time you spend
doing it, the better you will become. the
most important thing is to have fun.

i was
going to
say that

Stick
figures are
fine.

Dots, circles, straight and bendy
lines are all you really need.
Wow,
you’re not
kidding!

you can use
triangles and
rectangles
too!

there’s a lot more to learn, this is just a simple and easy way
to get started. Now you can make all your amazing ideas to life
but remember; the more time you can spend making your comic,
the more detail you can add, the bigger the story you can
tell and more awesome it will be.

practice page

